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Abstract 
Indole is a privileged heterocyclic nucleus set 
up in diverse natural products, endogenous 
molecules and medicinal agents.  Even though 
it has diversified actions, the role of indole in 
anti-inflammatory therapy is of prime interest 
which is prominently shown in the drug 
molecule Indomethacin.  The efficacy of the 
indomethacin and tenidap is primarily due to 
the inhibition of the cyclooxygenase (COX) 
enzyme activity.  The adverse reactions of most 
of the NSAIDs (Non Steroidal Anti-

inflammatory Drugs) are due to the irritating 
moiety present in the molecule or due to the 
decreased production of cytoprotective 
prostaglandins.  In this review, the various 
structural modifications of indole have been 
studied to enlist the improvement in the 
therapeutic profile of the nucleus.  
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Introduction 
  

NSAIDs are the most frequently prescribed drug for the treatment of pain and inflammation.  It is a complex 
process involving various endogenous substances.  The mediation of the endogenous prostaglandin is responsible for 
both the therapeutic and adverse reactions.  NSAIDs includes diverse category of functional groups and Indomethacin 
and Tenidap (Figure 1) having indole nucleus are among the most widely used drug.  The inhibition of 
cyclooxygenase enzyme has to be concerned with paramount care.  COX-1, the house keeping enzyme and COX-2 
enzyme expressed principally in the inflammatory cells has to be selectively inhibited.  Even though indomethacin is 
a selective inhibitor of COX-1 enzyme, the changes in the core indole motif can change the selectivity towards the 
COX-2 enzyme [1].  Indole is an attention-grabbing molecule and the current review discusses the effect of alterations 
made at various positions of indole over the anti-inflammatory activity.  

 

 

                                                         

 

Figure 1 Chemical structure of Indomethacin and Tenidap  
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Indole and its Anti-Inflammatory Activity 

 
The selectivity of cyclooxygenase enzyme was estimated by altering the substituent at N-1 and C-3 positions of the 
indole ring.  The results explored that all the compounds showed potent in-vitro inhibition against COX-2 enzyme 
than COX-1 enzyme.  The compound 1-benzoyl-3-[(4-trifluoromethylphenylimino)methyl]indole (Figure 2) 
exhibited significant COX-2 inhibition and selectivity (COX-1 IC50 > 100 µM, COX-2 IC50 = 0.32 µM) in the in-vitro 
determination using enzyme immune assay kit.  Also it was supported by the energy of intermolecular interactions 
(Eintermolecular= -12.50) calculated in the docking of compounds against COX-1/COX-2 active site [2].     

    

        

Figure 2 Significant COX-2 inhibitory compound 

 
The anti- inflammatory activity of various isatin semicarbazide derivatives were evaluated by 

carrageenan- induced paw edema test in rats.  The compound (Figure 3) containing trifluoro methyl 
substituent displayed significant anti- inflammatory activity at the dose of 10 and 20 mg/kg and one-third of 
ulcer index compared to the reference drug diclofenac and aspirin.  It was concluded that the electron-

withdrawing nature and the increased lipophilicity of the substituent may be the reason for the potent 
activity compared to that of the other substituent [3].    

 

 

Figure 3 Chemical structure of Anti- inflammatory compound 

 
Indole substituted in the 3rd position with various chalcones, pyrazolines and azo-compounds were evaluated 
for their anti- inflammatory activity.  The compound (Figure 4) showed a maximum of 47% anti-

inflammatory activity among the compounds obtained in the various three stages.  It also exhibited less 
ulcerogenic liability than the standard drug, phenylbutazone and approximate lethal dose (ALD50) at the 

maximum dose of 2000 mg/kg p.o.  The comparative activity can be explained in such a way that 
pyrazolines are more active than chalcones and azo-compounds (Pyrazolines>Azo-compounds>Chalcones) 
[4].     
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Figure 4 Maximum potency of anti- inflammatory compound 

Indole library containing two types of substitution pattern were explored for the COX inhibition using the 
grouping of NMR, molecular modeling, and biological screening.  One type containing substitution at the N-1, C-3, 
C-5 and another at C-2, C-3 and C5 position of indole ring.  The most potent compound (Figure 5) exhibited 
selectivity towards COX-2 inhibition at 50 µM.  It attained the selectivity towards the COX-2 enzyme because of the 
correct Y shape orientation of the molecule in the active site which was similar to that of the known selective inhibitor 
SC-558 [5].   

.  

Figure 5 COX-2 inhibitory compound 

A Series of novel 1,3,4-oxadiazole and 1,2,4-triazole  moieties substituted in the indole ring at C-3 position was 
evaluated for anti-inflammatory activity.  Even though all the compounds exhibited remarkable activity, the 
compound (Figure 6) was superior to the other compounds [6].     

 

 

Figure 6 Chemical structure of 1,2,4-triazole hybrid indole  

The consequence of varying 4-octyl residue and bioisosteric replacement of carboxylic acid in 1-[3-(4-octylphenoxy)-
2oxopropyl]indole-5-carboxylic acid (Figure 7), a dual inhibitor of cPLA2α (cytosolic phospholipase A2α) and FAAH 
(fatty acid amide hydrolase) was studied.  Both these enzymes are responsible for increasing arachidonic acid, a key 
substance involved in inflammation.  Most of the compounds are active against both the enzymes and it  was 
concluded that an effective anti-inflammatory agent can be produced by dual inhibition of enzymes instead of 
selective inhibitors [7].     

 

Figure 7 Structure of dual inhibitory cPLA2α and FAAH 
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Indole derivatives containing substituted pyrimidines in the C-3 position were reported with potent anti-inflammatory 
activity and less ulcerogenic index.  In specific the substituent’s such as hydroxyl and amino groups (Figure 8) on the 
pyrimidine ring have superior activity since it can form hydrogen bond with the receptor and efficient binding can be 
achieved [8].  
 
 [2-{[(4-substituted)-pyridin-2yl]carbonyl}-(6 or 5-substituted)-1H-indol-3-yl]acetic acid analogues were synthesized.  
All the compounds showed selectivity towards COX-2 than the COX-1 enzyme.  The compound (Figure 9) 
demonstrated potent activity for COX-2 enzyme in the human whole blood assay, human cell based assay and edema 
suppression effect in carrageenan-induced peripheral inflammation model on the paw of rats [9].    
 

 
 

Figure 8 Potent pyrimidone analogue 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Compound selective towards COX-2 than the COX-1 enzyme 
 

The gastro toxicity exerted by the direct contact of the acidic drug such as indomethacin was rectified by the ester 
prodrug formation.  The prodrug compound (Figure 10) reported low ulcer index and exhibited comparable anti-
inflammatory activity with that of the standard drug indomethacin.  The prodrugs are more lipophilic than 
indomethacin which was confirmed in octanol-buffer partition coefficient system.  Also the metabolic stability of the 
prodrug was proved by the rat liver chromosomes and rat plasma assay [10]. 
 

 
 

Figure 10 Chemical structure of low ulcer index compound 
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Pyrano(2,3-c)pyrazole nucleus substituted at the 3
rd

 position of indole moiety (Figure 11) were reported with 
remarkable anti-inflammatory activity and the presence of halogen atom influenced the activity than the other 
compounds [11].   

 
Figure 11 Pyrano[2,3-c]pyrazole analogues 

 
The effect of nitro group over the anti-inflammatory activity was investigated and it was found that the compound 
(Figure 12) containing 6-nitro group and the chloro phenyl moiety exhibited significant anti-inflammatory activity at 
the dose of 5 mg/kg.       

 
 

Figure 12 Chemical structure of anti- inflammatory compound  

 

Conclusions 
 
The uniqueness of the indole nucleus has to be understood clearly and it has to be modified accordingly.   The 
necessity for this review arises because of the potency of the indole containing NSAIDs.  The extensive analysis of 
indole provides a scope for the invention of effectual agent in the future drug discovery. 
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